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High resolution angle-resolved photoemission spectroscopy of highly overdoped Bi2Sr2CaCu208+6with a T. = 5lK
indicates that the basic transport processes in this material are fundamentally different from both the lesser doped
cuprates as well as model metallic compounds. The overdoped sample has sharp AWES peaks at the Fermi energy
throughout the Brillouin zone even in the normal state, unlike the lesser-doped compounds. In particular, the spectra
near (z,O) point show the presence of a sharp peak well above l“.. The ARPES lineshapes, and thus the self energy, at a
given energy are almost independent of k. Further, the quasiparticle scattering rate at the Fermi energy seems to be
closely tied to direct resistivity measurements. This leads us to the conclusion that overdoped Bi2Sr2CaCu208+6is best
described as a quasiparticle liquid. However, the energy dependence of the scattering rates is quite similar to that found
in the lesser-doped compounds and quite different from that seen in atypical metal.

A central question in research on highly
correlated electron materials is under what conditions,
if ever, are such materials well described by the Fermi
Liquidl model. This has been particularly true for the
normal state of the cuprate, high-TC superconductors.
For the optimally doped, and certainly the underdoped
cuprates, there are many results that indicate that the
Fermi Liquid picture may not be valid2’3 in the normal
state. It is speculated that as doping increases beyond
the optimal value, the cuprate may become a Fermi
Liquid.4 However, there is little experimental evidence
from the highly overdoped regime showing Fermi
Liquid properties. Moreover, recently the term Fermi
Liquid has been used in the literature to describe a
variety of different properties and behaviors of metals
making the term imprecise. In the strictest definition of
a Fermi Liquid, transport properties are governed by

quasiparticles whose self-energy, Z, is proportional to

the square of binding energy, ❑co, and temperature, T,
reflecting the electron-electron interactions. For regular

metals, this is not the case for most T and cobecause the
electron-phonon interaction dominates the scattering
rate and the resistivity. At the other extreme, the term
Fermi Liquid has been used to describe any material
that has well defined single-particle excitations,
regardless of the details of the scattering rates
whether transport proceeds via these quasiparticles.
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order to be precise and avoid the ambiguities in the
literature, we coin the term “quasiparticle liquid” as a .
way to describe a system that has: (i) well-defined
single-particle excitations around the Fermi surface,
and (ii) transport properties which are dominated by the

quasiparticles even if they do not have the classic ~
and ~ behavior or the electron-phonon behavior of
typical metals.

Here we focus on the overdoped

Bi2Sr2CaCu20s+& the material expected to be most
Fermi Liquid like. Comparison to the lesser-doped
cuprates allows us to understand how the electronic
structure evolves with doping. Similarly, comparison to
the dispersion and structure of th~ Mo( 11O) surface
state demonstrates properties that remain unlike that
seen in typical metals. We conclude that the overdoped
cuprate is best described as quasiparticle liquid because
well-defined single particle excitations are present
around the entire Fermi surface and they appear to
govern transport. Nonetheless, important properties of
the spectral fimction are similar to the lesser-doped
cuprates and markedly different fi-om a standard metal
surface state. These include the linear dependence of

ImZ on energy and the insensitivity of the scattering
rate to temperature changes across TC. Thus we
explicitly describe the challenge to theory in
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Thus k. = – ~and kh = – ~. So to solve the
.1,2 el,2

integral in equation 5 we can write z = [Tel,l a + rel,#a +

b]& to obtain:

Here we have substituted the homogeneous equation in
for a and b and considered the normalized momentum

Pa H a’. Now using a integration technique similar to the
original DEPOL[l] paper:
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we obtain a final closed expression:

+rel,, (a2ei1fe2– aleiKO’)} (14)

Thus our final expression for the resonance contribution
from each magnet element is:
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Of course for those elements which are already block di-
agonalwecm neglect the local rotation to a diagonal basis

and employ the original form:

for substitution into equation 5.

2 IMPLEMENTATION IN CODE

DEPOL derives its twiss parameters from MAD twiss

output files and using them constructs the zl,zand Z!,2 val-
ues neceswuy to evaluate the resonance amplitude. How-
ever when MAD evaluates the twiss values under condi-

tions of linear coupling it employs V1 and V2 coordinates
which correspond to the bloc diagonal basis for the one
turn transfer matrix. To correctly evaluate the resonance
strength we must transform back to the original basis to
obtain x, pa, z, pZ. So in our code we read in values for the
R matrix which is printed in the readout file, and use it to
transform the Vl, Vi’, V2, V2’ back to the z,PZ, Z,PZ ba-

sis. From here we can then implement equation 15 for each

element. “

There is an additional complication in the implemen-
tation of this program which is an expression of the sub-
tleties of equation 1. In the original DEPOL code implicit
use was made of the properties of the enhancement func-
tion which for G~ values on resonance yield the exact con-
tribution to the resonance amplitude from one turn around
all the elements in the accelerator lattice. However since

we are dealing with a Fourier expansion in non-integer K

values the actual integral in equationl must go from minus
infinity to plus infinity. When evaluating resonances due to

linear coupling an integral only once around the lattice will
yield a superposition of enhancement functions due to both
vertical and horizontal tunes. In this case we are forced
to integrate equation 1 over many passes to obtain a good
approximation for the resonance strength.

3 RESULTS FROM ANALYSIS OF THE
AGS

We initially looked at the effect of increasing solenoidal

strength values for the partial snake in the AGS. We plot-
ted resonance strength as a function of coupling strength

c.= lAQmjnI Compared to previ-
[v. –v, j+/lv. –vz12AQm,n12”2”

ous approximations [4] we expect the slope to be approxi-
mately equivalent to the original intrinsic resonance at that

energy. As you can see from Figure 1 this is exactly what
we found as we moved from O’%oto 5 Tosnake.

Next we investigated the behavior of the resonance

strength as a function of skew quad strength. Using the
measured (2’.values and the resonance strength with zero
skew quad field strength we constructed an approximation
of the coupling resonance strength using [4]. As you can
see in Fig 2 this approximation compares favorably with
our results. Differences begin to set in when considering
coupling elements which significantly alter the tunes and
when considering very weak resonances where the periodic
structure of the coupling can contribute to resonance calcu-
lations.
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Figure 5 – Photo of stub tuned resonant BPM showing
testing configuration. Matching sections at each end carry
a RF signal through a center conductor to a termination.
Output is taken from the difference port of a Hybrid
transformer.

3 SUMMARY
A BPM has been resonated using a stub tuned

approach to achieve relatively high Q tuning
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Figure 6- Reflection coefficient for the Horizontal Plane
Hybrid Difference port, Movable BPM located at 2
O’clock on the Yellow beam line

Figure 7 – Spectrum from acceleration ramp showing a
revolution line (center), and betatron sidebands to either
side. Beginning of ramp is at top, broadband green
blending. into yellow at bottom is noise due to beam loss
at transition. Tunes are coupled so that both horizontal
and vertical show up in this vertical spectrum. Lines also
appear at .25 and .375 with increased losses, suggesting
beam in islands.
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The AGS itself also had to be upgraded to be able to

cope with the higher beam intensity. Fig. 4 shows the total

current and peak current in the AGS during operation for
the g-2 experiment with 6 injections from the Booster and,
after bunch splitting, 12 single bunch extraction to the g-2
production target.

During beam injection from the Booster, which cycles
with a repetition rate of about 7 Hz, the AGS needs to
store the already transferred beam bunches for about 0.8
seconds. During this time the beam is exposed to the strong
image forces from the vacuum chamber which will drive

transverse beam instabilities. A very powerful transverse
feedback system was installed to damp rigid bunch insta-
bilities.
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Figure 4: Total intensity and peak current in the AGS dur-
ing operation for the g-2 experiment.

The typical betatron tune setting is about 8.9 which is re-
quired to avoid the non-linear octupole stopband resonance
at 8.75. With an incoherent tune shift at the AGS injection
energy of 0.1 to 0.2 it is still necessary, however, to correct
the octnpole stopband resonances to avoid excessive beam
loss.

To reduce the space charge forces further the beam
bunches in the AGS are lengthened by purposely mis-

matching the bunch-to-bucket transfer from the Booster
and then smooth the bunch distribution using a high fre-
quency 100 MHz dilution cavity. The resulting reduction

of the peak current helps both with coupled bunch instabil-
ities and stopband beam losses.

A large part of the injection losses at the AGS are due
to a relative slow loss during the first millisecond the trans-
ferred bunches circulate in the AGS. No direct cause for
this loss could be identified but it is correlated with a sus-
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Figure 5: Evolution of the vertical miss-match at AGS in-
jection. The traces show the vertical displacement of the
same bunch every revolution. The horizontal scale is in
microseconds

tained transverse coherent beam oscillation shown in Fig.
5. The coherent oscillations result from miss-matched
beam injection to blow-up the transverse emittance and
therefore reduce the space charge tune shift. Although the
coherence persists over a whole millisecond the middle part
of the beam bunch has a coherent space charge tune shift of
about 0.1 and therefore very high frequency vertical mod-
ulations appear. The bunch intensity is about 1.3 x 1013
protons. The variation of the coherent space charge tune

shift along the bunch could add to Landau damping of the
transverse microwave instability[9].

At bunch intensities above 1.3 x 1013 protons a verti-
cal head-tail instability develops with a single bunch in the
AGS. Fig. 6 shows both the bunch shape as well as the ver-
tical modulation. The growth rate of about 50 ms is quite
slow consistent with a weak head-tail instability. Only the
middle part of the bunch was actually unstable indicating
that the space charge tune depression of about 0.1 between
the middle and the edge of the bunch can provide Landau
damping. The observed asymmetry suggests that this in-

stability is driven by the broad band impedance. The insta-
bility can easily be avoided by adjusting the chromaticity,
coupling or betatron tunes.

During acceleration the AGS beam has to pass through
the transition energy using a transition energy jump system
with only minimal losses even at the highest intensities. Af-
ter the transition energy, a very rapid, high frequency insta-
bility develops which could only be avoided by purposely
further increasing the bunch area using again the high fre-
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Figure 6: Bunch shape (top) and vertical modulation of a
high intensity bunch at AGS injection energy of 1.9 GeV
during a single bunch head-tail instability. The vertical
scale is in arbitmry units and the horizontal scale is in ns.

quency dilution cavity.

The peak beam intensity reached at the AGS extraction
energy of 24 GeV was 7.2 x 1013 protons per pulse also

exceeding the design goal for this latest round of intensity
upgrades. It also represents a world record beam intensity
for a proton synchrotrons. Individual bunches with an inten-

sity of 1.2 x 1013 had a bunch area of about 3 eVs at AGS
injection but were diluted to about 10 eVs during accelera-
tion.

Bunch compression

During fast-ex&acted beam operation single bunches are
extracted multiple times from the AGS at 24 GeV. The
bunch length at extraction has to be as short as possible.
This requirement conflicts with the effort to dilute the beam
to stabilize it at high intensity. Various non-adiabatic meth-
ods to compress the bunch could be used. One is to lower
the rf voltage adiabatically and then raising it quickly to
get bunch compression after a quarter synchrotrons period.
Alternatively, the bunch could be moved onto the unstable
fixpoint where it would be stretched out. After return to the
stable fixpoint it compresses after some synchrotrons rota-
tion. Both methods give similar compression factors[lO]
limited mainly by non-linearities of the synchrotrons mo-
tion. However, multiple single bunch extraction requires a

reversible compression method. A technique to shorten the
bunches before extraction was developed using adiabatic
quadruple pumping by modulating the rf voltage with a
frequency close to twice the synchrotrons frequency. ‘With

this technique a coherent quadruple excitation as shown in
Fig. 7 could be maintained for the multiple extractions[l 1].
This technique is also less affected by the non-linearities
and could therefore reach higher compression factors.
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Figure 7: Evolution of the shape of a high intensity proton

bunch during adiabatic quadruple excitation.
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